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A B S T R ACT
This report describes a program aimed at designing and
fabricating improved silicon solar cells for a range of
missions extending from 0.1 to 15 astronomical units
(Mercury to Jupiter).
Theoretical analysis was combined with some previous
empirical measurements to design cells for five specific
planetary missions.
For missions lying inside Earthradiua (Mercury, Venus)
the major cell property required was very low series
resistance, allowing high curve fill factor to be main-
tained at the higher intensities. For the Mercury mission,
the temperature of the cell had to be kept low. This was
achieved by reflecting more of the incident sunlight by
use of large area front contacts.
Theoretical estimates showed no advantage in shifting the
reflectivity minimum of the anti-reflection coating to
longer wavelengths. optimum grid patterns were derived
and used.
For the outer missions (Mars, the Asteroid belts and
Jupiter) the formation of a Schottky barrier at the back
contact had to be avoided (by use of a P+ layer under the
back contact) and the excess leakage current of the PN
junction had to be reduced. This reduction involved
adjustment of several fabrication parameters and was the
most difficult to ensure. When these two problems were
minimized, the CFF of the cells remained high for operation
at the low temperatures and intensities. Optimum grid
patterns were also derived and used for these missions.
A parallel approach was followed, wherein widely separated
values of four cell: variables were combined in a matrix
arrangement, and the cells measured over the whole range
of missions to see if some of the combinations showed
promise for specific missions.
Following the theoretical analysis, eleven groups of cells
were fabricated, at least two groups being specifically
designed for each of the five target missions. Also, the
sixteen matrix groups were fabricated. Later, seven groups
of deliverable cells were fabricated, including at least
one group intended for each target mission.
/Testing and analysis of all groups was performed at 28°C.
This testing included I-V curves at three different
intensities (5, 140, 850 mW/cm ), dark forward and reverse
I-V characteristics, and spectral response measurements.
The planned measurements at simulated mission conditions
have not yet been made, thus preventing final conclusions
from being made. These measurements will be performed
subsequent to this report, and the results will be
reported separately.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED
The following terms are used frequently in solar cell work.
The definitions generally accepted in this work are given below.
1. AMO (Air Mass Zero)
Refers to the intensity of sunlight measured near to space
conditions (very low air mass between the sun and the measure-
ment point). The solar spectrum used with AMO sunlight is
that published by Johnson (F. S. Johnson, liThe Solar Constant"
J. Meteorol, Vol. 11, p. 431, 1954).
2. Cell parameters
These are the physical properties of the silicon, the contacts
or the coating. They are determined by the fabrication sequence
used.
3. Curve Fill Factor (CFF)
See item 7. below.
4. Diffusion
Used in two senses. First, it describes the solid state process
whereby impurities are introduced into the silicon, generally to
form a layer of conductivity sign opposite to that of the start-
ing silicon. Second, it describes the motion of current carriers
without the presence of an electrical field. In this second
sense, it also occurs in the definition of the "diffusion length"
of the carriers, i.e., the mean distance the carriers travel
by diffusion.
5. Efficiency
The percentage of input solar radiation which is converted by
the solar cell to useful electrical energy.
Efficiency(%) = cell output x 100
solar input for total area (including
contacts)
6. Evaporation Masks
Contacts and coatings for solar cells are generally applied by
thermal evaporation in vacuo. The areas where these contacts
or coatings are required are defined by shadow masks, with
appropriate openings, held in close contact with the solar
cell surface during evaporation.
7. I-V Characteristics
The numbers used to define the current-voltage output from a
solar cell. The output is measured as a continuous curve
(traced by varying the load resistance from zero to infinity)
in the fourth quadrant of the complete I-V curve. The most
often used terms are:
Short Circuit Current (Is )
The current generated by €he incident light when the
cell terminals are shorted.
(iii)
Open Circuit voltage (Voc )
The voltage developed by the light at the open terminals
of the cell.
Maximum Power (Pmax )
The maximum product of load current times load voltage. The
corresponding values of load current and voltage are desig-
nated Ima~ and Vmax . Often for convenience in large scale
tests, cells are graded according to the current at a test
voltage close to Vmax, e.g., for 10 ohm-cm resistivity,
current is measured at 430 mV (I430)
Curve Fill Facto¥ (CFF)
Prnax expressed as a fraction of the power given by the
product Isc. V~c
CFF = Pmax~=:..:...._--
I sc Voc
8. Intensity
The term specifying the amount of solar e~ergy incident on the
cell. The units generally used are mW/cm •
9. Junction (PN)
The dividing region between the shallow surface layer and the
starting silicon. The PN junction is a rectifier (diode) and
is necessary for the conversion process of sunlight into
electrical energy.
10. Junction Depth
The thickness of the shallow surface layer on a solar cell. This
depth is generally low, typically 0.5 urn.
11. N or P Silicon
Silicon can be doped with impurities to give either N (negative)
or P (positive) type of conductivity. The addition of subscripts
e.g., N+ or P+ is used to show that regions are heavily doped
with the impurities.
12. Photovoltaic
The developing of a voltage (electrical) by a photon (light) input.
13. Radiation
A term covering the particles (electrons, protons or neutrons)
or electromagnetic radiation (ultraviolet, X-Rays) which the
solar cells encounter in space missions.
14. Radiation Resistance
A qualitative term describing how well solar cells can withstand
the exposure to radiation. The term can be made quantitative by
defining the percentage of output power remaining after a given
dosage by a specified radiation.
(iv)
15. Saturation Current
The theoretical current associated with the diode created by the
PN junction. Ideally, it is the current collected by the junction
from carriers generated by thermal processes at the cell operating
temperature.
16. Schottky Barrier ,
A potential barrier arising at the interface between a metal and
a semiconductor, such as silicon. It is named after the German
scientist who first explained these barriers.
17 •. Sheet Resistance
The resistance of a unit square of a thin layer
as the surface layer of silicon in solar cells.
on the sheet thickness (junction depth) and the
tion in the surface layer.
of material such
It depends both
carrier concentra-
~
18. Solar Simulator
A test setup which illuminates solar cells by the solar spectrum
for specific missions. The defining parameters are the spe2trum(AMO for space sunlight) and the intensity (e.g., 140 mW/cm for
near-earth, 5 mW/cm2 for near-Jupiter.)
(v)
1.0 SUMMARY
1.1 Program Objectives
The contract objective was to develop silicon solar cells
for use on spacecraft missions covering a heliocentric
orbit range of 0.1 to 15 astronomical units.
The purpose of the program was to exploit the present
state-of-the-art variables available for Nip silicon
solar cells. These variables are the base resistivity
of the P-silicon, the PN junction depth, the sheet resis-
tance, the grid contact configuration, the contact metals
and the coating. The variables were to be combined in
fabricating cells designed for five specific missions,
namely for orbits near Mercury, Venus, Mars, the Asteroid
belts and Jupiter.
Probable operating conditions were chosen for each of the
five orbits. From these conditions, cell designs were
determined, using a combination of contemporary solar
cell theory and previous measurements on cells designed
to operate within this range of orbits.
Using these mission designs, a fabrication sequence was
chosen for the cells, and groups of cells were fabricated.
These mission design cells were intended for measur~ment
at conditions simulating the various missions, and t~ir
performance compared to that of two groups of "control
cells" made according to the best present near-Earth
optimized cells.
In addition to the mission design cells, an alternate
approach was included, aimed at finding cells with good
performance at some of the five target missions. This
alternate approach used a sixteen-position matrix of cell
designs, combining fairly wide ranges of four cell
fabrication variables, namely bulk resistivity, PN
junction depth, back contact metals and the number of
grid contacts.
1.2 Theoretical Analysis
The first part of the program was theoretical analysis.
Using the solar intensity expected near the various orbits
and making plausible assumptions, the equilibrium tempera-
tures were calculated.
Analysis was made of the solar cell properties at the
various combinations of intensity and temperature. This
analysis was based on three sources, namely, present
solar cell theory, published theoretical analyses of
various missions and practical cell measurements cover-
ing some of the range of interest. These latter measure-
ments were needed to provide guidelines for cell
- 1 -
parameter variations which were not predictable from the
theoretical analysis. The results of the analysis are
incorporated in Table 1 which specifies the various
cell parameters chosen for the cells designed for the
five missions. The parameters used for optimum near-
Earth orbits are also included.
1.2.1 Design of Cells for the Inner Missions (Mercury, Venus)
The design problems resolved to reducing the total series
resistance of the cell to very low levels to reduce para-
sitic losses from the large generated currents. Key
cell parameters were chosen to ensure low. series resis-
tance. Thus low resistivity silicon (.~1.0 ohm-cm) was
used, a deeper PN junction (- 0.7~m) with corresponding
lower sheet resistance (rV 20 ohm/square) and grid con-
figurations providing good current pickup. In addition,
in order to keep the cell operating temperature low, a
large sacrifice in possible output was needed. The
temperature reduction resulted from use of front surface
(grid) contacts which reflected a large portion of the
input power. For example, for Mercury cells, 60% of the
incident power was reflected, leaving less than half the
normal active cell area.
A theoretical analysis showed no overall advantage in
shifting the maximum of the reflectivity curve by in-
creasing the thickness of the antireflection coating.
1.2.2 Design of Cells for the Outer Missions (Mars, Asteroid
belts, Jupiter)
For these missions, the lower solar intensity leads to
lower cell temperatures than for Earth orbits and the
inner orbits. In addition, the power loss due to series
resistance is significantly reduced because of the lower
current generated. The two main causes for cell power
loss are:
(a) Possibility of a.Schottky voltage barrier at the
back surface interface between the P-silicon and
the contact metals. This barrier is most likely
to form at lower temperatures, i.e., it is more
serious as the spacecraft sun distance increases.
(b) Excess leakage currents in the PN junction. These
currents can arise for several reasons during
processing. These reasons include surface prepa-
ration damage, diffusion-induced strains, intro-
duction of harmful impurities, or damage from
mechanical handling.
The practical solution to (a) was to include a P+ layer
on the P-silicon, to minimize the chance of forming a
Schottky barrier. This P+ layer was provided by both
-2-
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P+ diffusion or by alloying of aluminum. The latter
method was more convenient, and was adopted.
There was no such ready solution to (b). Extreme care
was needed in silicon surface preparation, in diffusion
techniques, and in the handling steps. Also, care was
taken to reduce the sintering temperature time cycle to
prevent the chance of punch-through of the PN junction
by the contact metals. In addition, higher resistivity
silicon (3-7 ohm-ern) was used because the PN junction
quality could be higher. Deeper junctions were used to
afford additional protection from surface leakage.
The grid contact analysis, although not so important, was
extended to these outer missions and the optimum number
of grids for Mars, the Asteroid belts, and Jupiter were
derived as four, two and one, respectively.
1.2.3 Solder Coverage
It was considered best for all missions to reduce the
amount of solder used, or preferably to eliminate it
altogether on the cells. This is practical because
several interconnecting methods are available which do
not require solder on the cells.
1.3 Mission-Design Cell Fabrication
Based on the parameters in Table 1, the starting silicon,
diffusion, contact and coating parameters were controlled
and.combined to give cells designed for the five missions.
Cell groups are described in Section 5.1 below. A total
of 1300 cells was made for these groups.
1.4 Matrix Cell Fabrication
Sixteen groups of cells were made using extreme values of
resistivity (0.1 and 10 ohm-cm), junction depth (0.4 and
1.6~m) combined with two grid configurations (zero or six)
and two back contact structures. The matrix scheme is
given below in Section 5.2.
As described below, the first matrix cells were accident-
ally mixed during fabrication. A second run was made for
all sixteen groups. For both runs, a total of 3200 cells
was made, with 100 control cells.
1.5 Cell Measurements
The cells described above were measured at 28°C under the
following illumination conditions:
(a)
(b)
(c)
2140 mW/cm , AMO spectrum
25 mW/ern , AMO spectrum (used a perforated box as
neutral filter)
850 mw/cm2 , Tungsten Iodide illumination
-4-
Cell Measurements (continued)
(d) Dark (zero illumination) forward diode characteris-
tics
(e) Dark (zero illumination) reverse diode characteris-
tics
(f) Typical spectral response at 28°C
The results of these measurements are given in Section
6.2 below.
In addition, typical cells from each group were to be
measured at:
(i)
(ii)
2850 mW/cm , cell approximately 100°C
25 mW/cm , cell at -140°C
(iii) Dark forward diode characteristics, -140°C
As explained below, these latter measurements were not
performed. They will be completed after this report,
and the results will be reported separately.
1.6 Fabrication of Deliverable Cells
Based on the measurements, the final design for cells
optimized for five missions was decided, and the deliver-
able cells (5 groups, 50 cells) were fabricated. These
cell groups are described in section 5.3 below. Two
additional groups were added and are described. For these
seven groups at least 1400 cells were fabricated.
1.7 Conclusions
The program, including theoretical analysis, cell fabrica-
tion, and analysis for 28°C measurements, led to conclu-
sions which were incorporated in the cells designed for
the target missions, and are described above.
Final conclusions will be made separately from this report,
based on simulated mission measurements to be made in the
future.
Some general conclusions are possible, as follows:
(1) Present-day cell processing techniques can be varied
and combined to give cells theoretically capable of good
operation for the target missions. The outer
missions presented more difficulty in cell design.
-5-
(2) There lS often unexpected interaction between
cell fabrication steps when these are varied over
fairly wide range. Such interactions must be
understood and minimized before the separate
effects of these variations can be found. Present
methods used to analyze cell·properties are adequate
to explore these interactions.
(3) The precise blend of cell parameters cannot be
finalized without taking into account all the
mission requirements.
1.8 Significant Program Development
The current literature and previous measurements were
incorporated into the theoretical analysis. This analysis
showed that present range of available cell parameters
should give cells designed for the fiv.e target missions.
The cell fabrication steps showed reasonable trends in
cell properties measured at 28°C. It also appeared that
currently available analytical methods (combining photo-
voltaic I-V characteristics, dark I-V characteristics,
spectral response and physical measurements) are adequate
to check the effects of the variations in cell processing
steps. The program provided relatively large samples
(up to 100 per group) in about thirty cell groups cover-
ing a wide range of parameters. These cells will add to
existing cell measurement information.
The development not completed when this report was written
was the final simulated mission evaluation and analysis.
This phase will be completed in the future and the results
will be reported separately.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1 Document Organization
This report consists of the following major parts:
(a) A summary (Section 1.0) of the program objectives,
the work accomplished, and the conslusions drawn.
(b) Background material (Section 2.0) to explain the
Program chosen.
(c) The detailed work plan (Section 3.0).
(d) A theoretical analysis (Section 4.0) of cell
performance over the range of expected conditions.
(e) Fabrication details of optimized cells (Section 5.0).
(f) Details of measurements made (Section 6.0), and
analysis of these measurements.
(g) Conclusions drawn (Section 7.0).
(h) Suggestions for future work (Section 8.0).
(i) References (Section 9.0).
(j) A bibliography of pertinent references, with notes.
(Section 10.0)
(k) Appendix A, describing the special test equipment.
2.2 Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of the program was to exploit the present
state-of-the-art for NIP silicon solar cells to design
and fabricate cells optimized for each of five separate
missions covering the range of orbits near Mercury (to
0.1 astronomical units) out to near Jupiter (to 15 astro-
nomical units).
Five specific missions, namely near the orbits of Merc~ry,
Venus, Mars, the asteroid belts and Jupiter, were chosen
as specific targets.
-7-
The objectives of the program were to survey previous
work, to combine these results with present understand-
ing of silicon solar cell operation, and to design
specific cells optimized for the five missions. Follow-
ing fabrication of the cells, detailed measurements and
analysis were performed, and conclusions drawn as to the
effectiveness of the program.
2.3 Background to Program
Most silicon solar cells fabricated have been optimized
for near-earth orbits. Thus they perform well at inten-
sities around 140 mW/cm2 , and cell temperatures from 10
to 60°C. Some modification in cell design (often drastic)
is required when designing for orbits with intensities as
low as 5 mW/cm2 and temperatures around -140°C, or for
intensities up to 850 mW/cm2 , and ceLl temperatures around
100°C. Cells designed specifically for these extremes
(Jupiter and Mercury missions) have been built and analyzed.
However, it was thought profitable to examine the whole
range of missions over Which the importance of various
controllable cell parameters could change and to combine
these parameters to give cells optimized for the five
missions under study.
At the outset, it was agreed that all of the necessary
array systems requirements e.g. low weight, and low cost
could not be included in this study. However, the cells
designed are comparable to present systems suggested for
these missions and in a few cases (e. g. light weight,
large area arrays for Jupiter) any advancements in array
design could probably include the cell improvements
suggested in the present program.
No allowance was made for radiation resistance. In the
case of the inner missions, nearer the sun, the only
radiation of concern is sporadic solar flares, and these
can be partly dealt with by combination of transparent
shielding (covers) and by the chance of accelerated annealing
at higher cell operating temperatures. For the outer
missions, the main problem is from the Jovian radiation belts,
and no ready solution exists for the suspected intense
irradiation at low cell temperatures, While maintaining the
low weight of a large area array.
-8-
Previous related work on cell parameter measurements
within the present range of interest is summarized by
listing the references, with notes on the highlights
of the conclusions drawn. In some cases the work
referenced is proceeding simultaneously with the present
program.
3.0 PROGRAM PLAN
3.1 Program Tasks
The tasks accomplished in the program arose from work
outlined in the preceding sections. These tasks are
summarized in the following sections.
3.11
3.12
Analysis Phase
Most of the pertinent literature references were read
and information considered useful for the present pro-
gram was extracted. A list of these references with
notes is given in SectionlD.O below. In addition to
these published results, in-house measurements at
Centralab Semiconductor were analyzed over the range of
interest. These measurements showed how conventional
cells begin to lose their effectiveness as the extremes
of high or low solar intensity were approached. Based
on the conclusions from these previous measurements,
current solar cell theory was used to derive designs
which should give optimum performance at the various
target missions.
Cell Fabrication Phase
The fabrication sequence was similar to that used for con-
ventional cell manufacture except that the initial silicon
resistivity, PIN junction diffusion, contact materials
and the masks used were varied according to the scheme
shown in Table 1. The process flow chart is shown in
the next section.
3.12.1 Process Flow Chart
The fabrication sequence used for the cells made was as follows:
-9-
1. Grow silicon single crystal of required resistivity,
and P-type obtained by adding boron dopant.
2. Cut the crystal ingot into 2x2 em slices, using 0.0.
diamond saws for major shaping, and I.D. diamond saws
for slicing.
3. Lap and polish one side of the slices, using in-house
machines. The final polish is by a combination mechan-
ical-chemical method ensuring very good optical finish
with low work damage.
4. Clean the slices for diffusion
5. Diffuse wafers, producing a shallow, highly-doped N-
silicon layer. The wafers are heated in a tube furnace,
and inert carrier gases with addition of phosphorous
oxychloride carry the dopant over the slices.
6. By etching remove the diffused layer from the non-
polished side of the slice, to expose P-silicon.
7. Clean the slices for contact evaporation. This involves
removing the phospho-silicate glass layer remaining on
the polished surface after diffusion.
8. Place slices in a vacuum evaporator with the P-side
facing coils from which Titanium (Ti) and Silver (Ag)
are thermally evaporated. The system pressure is reduced
below a control point, and the amounts of metal deposited
are controlled by resistance monitoring. When required
an additional coil containing aluminum (AI) is used.
9. The slices are placed in fixtures in the evaporator with
the polished N+ side in contact with a mask Which has
openings to produce the required grid contact structure.
Metals are evaporated as in 8 above.
10. The slices are placed in another evaporator, and held
to expose the active area. Silicon monoxide is then
evaporated into this surface. The amount of SiO is
controlled by a quartz crystal monitor.
11. The slices are sintered in a reducing atmosphere (hydrogen)
at near 600°C for around 5 minutes.
-10-
3.13
12. The slices are compressed between inert spacers with
the edges exposed. The excess metals and the damaged
silicon layers around these edges are removed by chemical
etching.
13. At this stage if required, cells can be solder coated,
either wholly or by use of masking materials, only in
preselected areas.
14. Also if required, the solder coating can be reduced in
thickness to below 1 mil by an additional solder-pressing
operation, in a machinespecially designed for this purpose.
15. The cells are inspected for mechanical defects.
16. The cells are now ready for electrical testing.
The different grid pattern masks used in step 9 above
were designed in Centralab and purchased from an outside
supplier.
In addition to cells optimized for specific missions,
the sixteen groups of cells comprising the matrix test
were fabricated. The scheme for these matrix cells is
given in Section 5, Table 6.
Measurement Phase
As cells were made, measurements were taken on the solar
simulators at 140 mW/cm2 • Also, for cells at 28°C, two
special light sources were set up, one using a perforated
box to give 5 mW/cm2 when placed under the simulator, the
other a source consisting of a tungsten iodide lamp capable
of providing 850 mW/cm2 • At 28°C, dark forward and dark
reverse diode I-V characteristics were recovered. Also
typical spectral response curves were drawn, using a set of
ten narrow band filters between a tungsten light source and
the cells.
Work was begun on simulating actual conditions for the
Mercury and Jupiter missions, but these measurements were
not completed.
During, or after, c~ll fabrication, measurements were made
of physical parameters such as bulk resistivity, sheet re-
sistance and PIN junction depth.
-11-
3.14 Analysis of Measurements
Measurements on the various groups allowed extraction
of the average values and the spread in P max., lsc
and Voc. The dependence of these I-V characteristics
on the fabrication parameters, was studied. The re-
sults are given below in Section 6.2.
3.2 Program Changes
The program had several changes from its original plan.
There was a delay in finishing the analysis phase, because
of the need to combine empirical results with the theoretical
analysis.
A change from the original contract was the addition of the
sixteen matrix groups, their fabrication and measurement.
As mentioned above, the first 1600 cells fabricated for the
matrix cells were mixed during processing, requiring an
additional 1600 cells to be made. A good deal of time was
wasted in testing these mixed matrix cells.
The testing phase was curtailed because of personnel re-
duction in the Centralab Solar Measurements Group. Thus
the originally intended testing program was not completed.
After discussion with JPL, it was agreed that specific
mission conditions could be simulated on the JPL equipment,
and typical cells from the optimized cell groups as well
as some matrix cells would be submitted to JPL. Thus the
analysis and cell fabrication portions were completed, but
the originally planned measurements at actual mission con-
. ditions were not made during the contract period.
There were also changes in the delivery and scope of reports,
mostly resulting in the incorporation of all essential de-
tails in this Final Report.
-12-
4.0 ANALYTICAL STUDY OF OPTIMIZED DESIGN FOR SOLAR CELLS
The analysis was divided into two parts, namely for
near-sun missions, inside earth-orbit, and far-sun
missions, outside earth-orbit. The inner missions
are discussed in Section 4.1, the outer missions in
Section 4.2.
4.1
4.1.1
Near-Sun Missions
Temperature Calculations
The equilibrium temperature of a solar cell in space
depends upon its own thermal characteristics and upon
the incident power. Rather than begin with a set of
assumed temperatures for the five conditions under
study, the temperatures were calculated using the
equation:
T4 a *
S cos ¢ (l-n) (1)= E l + E2 D2 (J"
where
a = front surface solar absorptance (0.81)
El = front surface hemispherical emittance (0.84)
E2 = assumed back surface emittance (0.9)
S = solar constant at D=l (0.136 w-cm2 )
D = solar distance in astronomical units (Earth=l)
(J" = Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.6686 x 10-12 watts-
cm-2-deg-4
¢ = angle of incidence (0, cos ¢ = 1)
T = temperature (OK)
n = solar cell efficiency
The front surface solar absorptance of typical covered
solar cells is 0.81 and the front surface total hemi-
spherical emittance at 300K is 0.84. The ~mittance
has a slight temperature coefficient (2xlO- /K) but
this will be ignored.
The cells are assumed to be mounted on a paddle type
structure. For this configuration we may assume an
effective back surface total hemispherical emittance
-13-
of 0.9. This is consistent with temperature differen-
tials actually experienced on' honeycomb substrates
and with published emittances of black high emittance
finishes. The solar constant is taken as 0.136w-cm2 ,
a realistic value in light of recent measurements
(Reference 1). If a solar constant value of 0.1396W-
cm2 is preferred, the equilibrium temperatures for
Mercury and Venus increase by 2-3°C.
The angle of incidence is assumed to be 0 (normal
incidence). The power generated by the solar cells
mounted on a paddle type structure is generallydissi-
pated elsewhere in the spacecraft. This has the
effect of lowering the solar temperature.
The efficiency is based upon total cell area, and
values ranging from 0.01 at Mercury to 0.16 at Jupiter
(as shown in Table 2), were estimated from the measured
values for Earth and Jupiter. The choice of the
efficiency value need not be more precise because T is
governed by 1/4J I-n. For example, assuming the
extreme n-values of 0.16 or 0.01 for a given mission
will only cause 4% difference in the calculated
temperature. In addition, D will vary according to the
mission, trajectory, and the ~ and E values can only
be specified to within a few percent.
TABLE 2
Calculated Equilibrium Temperature
Orbit
Solar
Distance
(Au)
Solar
Flux -2
(mW-cm )
Assumed
Efficiency
Temperature
(OC)
Mercury .39 894 0.01 246.1
Venus .72 262 0.06 104
Earth 1.0 136 0.10 43.5
Mars 1.52 59 0.12 -17.6
Asteroid Belts 2.77 17.7 0.14
-85.1
Jupiter 5.2 5 0.16
-136.9
-14-
4.1.2
4.1.3
Temperature Reduction for Mercury Missions
The calculated temperature for a conventional cell at
Venus (104°C) is reasonable, and worthwhile amounts
of power can be expected. However, this conventional
cell will be essentially inoperative at Mercury
because of the high equilibrium temperature. It is
necessary to reduce the input energy by some means to
bring the temperatures to a reasonable level.
Several methods have been proposed to limit the input
energy to a solar cell for operation at Mercury
(Reference 2). Tilting the solar panel is one approach,
where cos ¢ in Equation 1 is reduced. This method has
an advantage in that full power can be available during
the entire mission, but the spacecraft attitude control
to maintain proper orientation at Mercury is difficult.
Another method is to limit the incident energy by
reflecting a portion of it (reducing a in Equation 1).
s
This reflection can be done in either of two methods:
(1) Use of a bandpass filter to accept radiation where
the cell is most efficient, and
(2) Use of a spatial filter, where a portion of the
area of the cell reflects the sunlight.
The bandpass filter approach is better theoretically,
but practical filters fall somewhat short of ideal
filters used in calculations. The spatial filter
technique is easily applied and has a secondary benefit
in that the reflecting portion can also be used as a
contact material and thus reduces series resistance
in the cell. This approach has been selected for
development.
Cell Power Studies
The optimization of the reflecting contact cell is best
carried out with a digital computer. The successful
application of a computer requires an equation relating
cell power to cell temperature and irradiance, and an
equation relating cell temperature to irradiance and
thermal characteristics. The latter equation is
Equation (1) in Section 4.1.1. The former has been
derived using earlier data.
As a starting point, the series of curves shown in
Figure 1 was used. These curves were derived from a
series of measurements on Centralab 1 x 2 cm cells and
can be applied to 2 x 2 cm cells directly. The curves
were drawn at a constant temperature (28°C) by bonding
the cell to a water-cooled heat sink and monitoring
temperature with a thermocouple. The source was a
-15-
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filtered 1000 watt tungsten landing lamp and the
radiation was focussed on the cell with a large para-
bolic reflector. The I-V curves were made using a
variable voltage source such that they could be drawn
well into the reverse region. This enabled the cell
under test to be its own irradiance detector, by
scaling the light-generated current I L to multiples
of the I L at AM=O, lAUe The series resistance effect
of the test leads was mathematically removed from the
original curves.
To determine the effect of temperature on these curves,
the voltage axis was shifted in 100mV increments to a
total shift of 400mV. Using a temperature coefficient
of open circuit voltage of -2.26mV/oC, these shifts
correspond to temperatures of 72, 117, 161 and 205°C.
in addition to the original curves at 28°C. The
small change in current was neglected in order to
simplify the calculations.
The maximum power for each of the five temperatures
and for irradiances of 1 to 8 AM=O suns was determined
from the curves using transparent overlays and slide
rule calculations. The powers determined (relative)
are shown in the following table.
TABLE 3
Relative Power at Various Irradiances and Temperatures
~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
28 .414 .787 1.116 1.434 1.726 1.992 2.232 2.456
72 .324 .612 .862 1.105 1.320 1.528 1.702 1.871
117 .236 .439 .617 .790 .937 1.090 1.206 1.321
161 .149 .278 .389 .493 .584 .690 .765 .834
205 .073 .138 .193 .243 .286 .343 .381 .412
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The values in the table were plotted as the ordinate
with the irradiance as the abcissa and the temperature
as the parameter. The plots are not linear, so a
"range of interest" was devised such that the expected
temperature and irradiance levels would be included.
Within this IIrange of interest", straight line approxi-
mations can be made. The graph is shown in Figure 2.
Five equations were derived, one for each temperature.
They are
28°C - P = .3318 + .123
72°C - P = .2458 + .123
117°C P = .1698 + .099
161°C P = .1018 + .086
205°C - P = .048 + .092
where P is the relative power and 8 is the irradiance
in solar constants.
A graph was made, plotting the coefficient of 8 and the
ordinate intercept against the temperature T as shown
in Figure 3. A second-order polynomial was fit to the
coefficients of 8 using the values at T=28, 117 and
250°C. This polynomial is (2 x lO-6T2 - 2.11 x 10-3T +
.389). For the ordinate intercept a least squares
straight line was fitted, taking the form (-2.23 x 10-4T
+ .13). The factor 143 was added to convert the
relative value at 28°C, AM=O (0.414) to 59mW. The
complete equation is
P=143 [8 (2xlO-6T2-2 .11xlO-3T+. 389) + .13-2. 24XlO-4T] (2)
P = power in mW from a 2 x 2cm cell
S = solar constants
T = cell temperature (OC)
The equation fits the measured data rather well. The
solid triangles in Figure 2 show solutions to the
equation for various values of T and 8.
A program incorporating the two equations was written
in the BA8IC language for the General Electric MKII
time-sharing computer. A fraction (X) of the cell area
was assumed covered by a reflecting grid with a solar
absorptance of 0.1. The solar absorptance of the cell
active area was assumed to be 0.85. Previous trials
indicated that the optimum value of X lay between 0.55
and 0.70, so X was varied between these limits in 0.01
increments. It was assumed that the final power was
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4.14
directly proportional to the fraction of the exposed
area. The results of these calculations are shown
in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Output Power vs Fraction of Cell Covered
Fraction Temp. Power
Covered (X) (OC) (mW)
.55 168.2 44.26
.56 166.3 44.44
.57 164.3 44.59
.58 162.4 44.70
.59 160.4 44.78
.60 158.4 44.82
.61 156.3 44.83
.62 154.3 44.81
.63 152.2 44.75
.64 150.0 44.65
.65 147.9 44.51
.66 145.7 44.33
.67 143.5 44.11
.68 141.2 43.84
.69 138.9 43.54
.70 136.5 43.19
By inspection of the table, it can be seen that the
optimum reflective area is 0.61, with a resulting
equilibrium temperature of 156.3° and a power of 44.83mW.
It can also be seen that for the power to be within 1%
of optimum, the reflective area fraction can vary
between .56 and .66. When the same analysis was applied
for D = .72 (Venus), it showed an optimum reflecting
area of 0, indicating temperature control by this means
is not needed at Venus.
Series Resistance
For operation at high levels of irradiance such as a
Mercury or Venus mission, the most important loss factor
is the series resistance. Consequently, for these
missions the series resistance must be minimized. Assum-
ing that contact resistances are not improveable beyond
the currently used titanium-silver system, the two
elements of importance are the diffused layer-grid
structure resistance and the bulk resistance. Since
some 61% of the top surface of a Mercury cell must be
reflective, a contact pattern can be derived using the
reflecting area to minimize the series resistance.
-21-
_As a starting point, Equation
modified:
83 + 2W
2
(-T-
(3 ) (Reference 2) was
= 0 (3 )
where 8 = grid separation
W = cell width (1.9cm)
T = grid line thickness
Pt = sheet resistance of grid line
P = sheet resistance of diffused layer
s
V = cell voltage at operating temperature (190mV)
jmp = cell current density at operating point(.26 A/cm2 )
The relationship T = 1.228/(.78-8), which was derived
from the area constraint was used. The resulting
equation, a third order polynomial, was solved for a
combination of diffused-surface sheet resistances and
grid-line sheet resistances using a ROOTER program in
the GE time-sharing library. The results, shown in
the table below, indicate a 3 or 4 grid cell would be
optimum if Equation (3) applies.
TABLE 5
Optimum Grid Numbers for Mercury Cells for Various
Cell Parameters
Pt Q/O P Q/O 8 (cm) T (cm) Ns
.005 40 .17 .38 3.3
.005 30 .20 .47 2.7
.005 25 .22 .54 2.3
.005 20 .25 .65 1.9
.002 40 .17 .39 3.2
.002 30 .20 .48 2.6
.002 25 .22 .55 2.3
.002 20 .25 .66 1.9
-22-
Values of .005 and .002 ohms per square grid line
resistance correspond to unsoldered and soldered
titanium-silver grids. The N values are the number
of grids calculated from the relationship N=(2-S)/
(S+T). This number must be rounded up to the next
higher integer and Sand T re-evaluated. Figure 4
shows a four-grid Mercury cell according to this
criterion.
It is evident from inspection of Figure 4 that a
more desirable grid pattern could be devised, leav-
ing the same reflecting area and putting on more
grids. Equation 3 is useful for optimizing a grid
pattern where the active area is unknown, but it
apparently does not apply in this case. In an attempt
to arrive at a useful cell for Mercury, other con-
figurations were investigated. The most promising
solution lies in a "checkerboard" pattern, as depicted
in Figure 5. The active areas are quite small, and
the cell is symmetrical, with orientation during
assembly and testing unimportant.
For a Venus cell, Equation 3 was successfully applied
to arrive at a cell with 10 grids. In this case, a
gridline width of .02cm was chosen, along w~th a
voltage of 0.3 volts and a J of .075 A/C~. The
calculations are shown in thiCtable below. i
I
I
TABLE 6
Optimum Grid Number for Venus Cells
, I
Pt n/O P n/o S cm Ns
.01 30 .154 10.6
.005 30 .178 9.2
.002 30 .198 8.3
.01 20 .165 9.9
.005 20 .196 8.4
.002 20 .223 7.3
The cell design is shown in Figure 6.
-23-
Metal Contact
Active Area
FIGURE 4
FOUR-GRID MERCURY CELL
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FIGURE 6
GRID PATTERN FOR VENUS CELL
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4.1.5
The optical and electrical characteristics of the
diffused layer are not sufficiently understood to
allow a mathematical optimization. As the sheet
resistance is decreased from 33 ohms per square (the
empirically determined value for lAU), the series
resistance and the light-generated current both
decrease. The change in series resistance is calcu-
lable and has been included in the grid optimization
studies. The loss in current is not calculable and
must be determined by experiment. Starting values of
20 ohms per square for Mercury and 25 ohms per square
for Venus were selected based on earlier measurements
of the loss of current. These values represented
good tradeoff between I loss and series resistance
scdecrease.
The base resistivity is in part responsible for the
series resistance of a cell, contributing about .05
ohms for a 2 x 2 cell with 10 ohm-cm base resistivity
and about .01 ohms for a similar cell with 2 ohm-cm
base resistivity. At a current level of 300mA (for
a Venus cell) each .01 ohm of base resistance creates
a voltage drop of 3mV equivalent to 1% in power. At
a current of 400mA (for a Mercury cell with 61%
reflective), each .01 ohm of base resistance creates
a voltage drop of 4mV, equivalent to 2.1% in power.
Hence, a low base resistivity is desirable. Theory
indicates that lowering the base resistivity to 0.1
ohm-cm or even lower should produce good cells, with
the important advantage of high open-circuit voltage.
In practice, the expected voltage increase has not
materialized. A few experimental cells near 0.5
ohm-cm have proven good, but these have been the excep-
tion, and even at these resistivities the expected
increase in V was not observed. Based upon present
state-of-the-~~t, base resistivities in the range 0.8 -
1.5 ohm-cm are suitable for both Mercury and Venus
cells, because the bulk silicon contribution to the
series resistance can be reduced adequately without
severely decreasing I
sc
•
Effect of Shifting Reflection Minimum to Longer Wavelengths
It was mentioned earlier that a bandpass filter offered
theoretical advantages for reducing the input energy to
a Mercury cell. An hypothesis was formulated wherein
the reflection minimum of the SiO anti-reflection
coating normally applied to solar cells would be shifted
to longer wave~ergths where the efficiency of solar cells
is higher·~nd would lower the temperature by reflect-
ing some of the· less useful short-wavelength solar
radiation with a net increa~e in power. The currently
used SiO thickness is 8xlO- m (800 A) corresponding to
a reflection minimum of approximately 6xlO- 7m (6000 ~).
-27-
Calculations were made to determine solar absorptance
and power loss due to decr~~sed.film_~ran~miisionforo
film thickness from 7xlO-~ to 12xlO m (70QA to 1200A).
The variation in solar absorptance with film thickness
was calculated using equations giving reflectance as
a function of component indices of refraction and
thickness, applied at 20 selected ordinates (Ref. 4).
The reflectance equations (Ref. 5) are
2 2 2rl 216r l + r 2 + r 2 cosR = 2 2 (4)1 + r l r 2 + 2rl r 2 216cos
where r l = (n - nl)/(no + n l )0
r 2 = (nl - n 2 )/(nl + n 2 )
R = reflectance of assembly
no = index of refraction of air
n l = index of refraction of SiO
n 2 = index of refraction of Si
rp = 2 lT n l e/~
e = thickness of SiO
?-... = wavelength
Assuming that the assembly does not transmit any
radiation, the absorptance is given by A=l-R. The
computer was used to solve Equation 4 for the 20
selected ordinates using index of refraction values
shown in Figure 7 (Refs. 6-8) and for film thick-
o 0 •
nesses from 700A to 1200A. As shown 1n Table 7, the
temperature (calculated using Equation 1) does indeed
drop with increasing film thickness, and the relative
power due to this temperature drop (calculated using
Equation 2) does increase.
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4.1.6
However, there is a loss in light-generated current
due to the increased reflection of light in the wave-
length range where the sunlight is most intense. This
is demonstrated by the reflectance curves shown in
Figure 8. To determine the magnitude of this loss, a
short computer program was written wherein the spectral
response of a bare (uncoated) cell was multiplied by
both Johnson's curve and the ratio of (l-R) of the
coated cell to (l-R) of bare silicon. The results
were summed across the spectral range of the cell.
Mathematically, this is given by
I -_ r l-Rl,L, __---l..L(A,;.t.)__J(~) * R(},\ * l-R2f~ (A) (5)
where I = current
J(I\.) = solar spectral irradiance (Johnson)
R(A) = relative response of uncoated cell
Rl (f\) = reflectance of uncoated ce 11
R2 (>J = reflectance of coated cell
These results are also shown in Table 7, wherein the
relative power is equated to I in Equation 5. When
the two relative powers are multiplied, it is apparent
that no net gain is achieved by altering the anti-
reflective coating.
Cell Designs
This section describes the cells designed for Mercury
and Venus applications. All aspects of their design
have been considered. A summary of the parameters
used was given in Table 1.
Base Resistivity and Type:
a. Mercury - 0.8 to 1.5 ohm-em, boron doped
b. Venus - 0.8 to 1.5 ohm-cm, boron doped
Junction Characteristics:
Mercury - 20 ohms/sqa.
b. Venus - 25 ohms/sq
-31-
-5(""-6 x 10 m) phosphorus
-5(~5xlO m) phosphorus
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Contact Material:
a. Mercury - sintered titanium-silver, solderless
b. Venus - sintered titanium-silver, solder
optional
Grid Pattern and Size:
a. Mercury - See Figure 5
b. Venus - see Figure 6
Anti-reflective Coatings:
-8 0
a. Mercury - 8xlO m (800A) SiO
-8 0b. Venus 8xlO m (800A) SiO
Handling Characteristics and Restraints:
a. Mercury - no restraints. Since cell is symmetri-
cal, it can be used with any edge as
the contact.
b. Venus - no restraints. Handle like convention-
al cells.
Production Cost and Implementation Time:
a. Mercury - the cost of the Mercury cell will be
slightly greater than conventional
cells because one additonal evaporation
is required. The implementation time
will be the same as for other cells,
being limited only by acquisition time
of evaporation fixtures.
b. Venus - the cost of the Venus cell will be
similar to conventional cells. The
implementation time will be the same
as for other cells, being limited only
by acquisition time of evaporation
fixtures.
Weight:
a. Mercury - same as conventional cell (2x2crnx.036cm
thick), 0.35 gram.
b. Venus - same as conventional cell (2x2cmx.036cm
thick), 0.35 gram; with optional solder,
0.41 gram.
-33-
Special Tooling:
a. Mercury - special evaporation mask required,
8 fingers, each 1.5mrn (O.060 in.)
wide.
b. Venus - special evaporation mask, similar
to conventional but for 10 grids.
-34-
4.2 Outer Missions
The target missions for orbits outside earth orbit are
Mars, the Asteroid belts and Jupiter. Table 2 above
shows the progressively lower values of solar flux and
temperature expected on these three missions.
4.2.1 Optimum Grid Numbers
The predominant cell losses change from series resis-
tance losses which were dominant for the Mercury and
Venus missions. However, there are still slight gains
to be made by varying the grid line coverage, and for
this, the analysis given in Section 4.14 is applied
again, using equation (3) to compute the actual number
of grid lines to be used for the outer missions. The
computer solutions for the optimum grid patterns for
the three missions are given in Tables 8 through 10.
The sYmbols used were defined in equation (3), in
Section 3.4 above.
TABLE 8
Optimum Grid Numbers for Mars Cells
for Various Cell Parameters
PT Ps S T N
Ohms/O Ohms/O cm cm
.005 30 .418 .02 3.61
.005 35 .398 .02 3.83
.005 40 .382 .02 4.07
.002 30 .430 .02 3.53
.002 35 .409 .02 3.76
.002 40 .391 .02 3.96
-35-
TABLE 9
Optimum Grid Numbers for Asteroid Belt Cells
for Various Cell Parameters
PT Ps S T N
Ohrns/O Ohrns/O ern ern
.005 25 .715 .02 1.75
.005 30 .675 .02 1.91
.005 35 .642 .02 2.05
.005 40 .616 .02 2.18
.002 25 .729 .02 1.70
.002 30 .687 .02 1.86
.002 35 .653 .02 2.00
.002 40 .625 .02 2.05
TABLE 10
Optimum Grid Numbers for Jupiter Cells
for Various Cell Parameters
PT Ps S T N
Ohrns/O Ohrns/O ern ern
.005 25 1.149 .02 .73
.005 30 1.084 .02 .83
.005 35 1.031 .02 .92
.005 40 .987 .02 1.01
.002 25 1.164 .02 .71
.002 30 1.096 .02 .81
.002 35 1.041 .02 .90
.002 40 .996 .02 .99
-36-
From these tables it can be seen that four grids are
required for the Mars mission, two for the Asteroid
Belts and one for Jupiter. The various values used for
grid line and diffused layer sheet resistances are also
listed along with the solutions of the equation for
grid separation (S).
The next sections discuss the various loss mechanisms
expected at the outer mission operating conditions.
4.2.2 Effects of Decreasing Intensity
As mentioned above, the decreased intensities generate
correspondingly lower current densities. The short
circuit current decreases linearly with intensity if
the cell is maintained at near-earth temperature
(~30°C). This can be seen in Table 11 which lists the
average values of I for 70 Nip cells (of nea5-Earth
conventional designfCmea~ured at AMO, l40mW/cm (near
Earth) and AMO, 5.2mW/cm (near Jupiter) conditions.
TABLE 11
Effects of Decreasing Intensity for Cells at 28°C
2Intensitv (AMO Spectrum) mW/cm 140 5.2
I (4cm2 Nip cell) (rnA) 142 5.5
·sc
average
1V0c (4cm
2 Nip cell) (mV) 555 455average
K::FF = p II V .73 .705max. sc' oc
Conversion Efficiency % 10.3 8.5
The open circuit voltage V also decreases with decreas-
ing intensity when the cel~Ctemperature is held at 30°C.
Table 11 compares the V values at the two intensities,
also the values of curvgcfill factor (CFF=max. powerlI
x V ). Thus, considering intensity decreases only, sc
the080nversion efficiency of the cells would decrease
slightly for cells held at near-Earth temperature, and
measured at the lower intensities, as seen in the table.
The decreased V is not predictable from the I decrease
only, probably Bgcause of detailed differences ~g PN
diode behavior at different light intensities. This means
that at present actual measurements must be made for
comparison.
-37-
Fermi level separation, and
saturation current; there-
predict the V changes
oc /for d V are around -2mV °C.
oc
dT
4.2.3.1
Effects of Decreasing Temperature
The effects of the lower temperatures expected for
these missions have a greater effect on the cell
properties, and they provide the major problems which
have to be overcome in order to optimize cell output.•
Not all the effects of low temperature operation are
harmful. Most important, the open circuit voltage
(V ) increases with decreasing temperature, and the
ra€~ of increase of V exceeds the rate of decrease
oc
of other parameters such as I and CFF.
sc
Therefore, with good design, the conversion efficiency
of the cell for operation on the outer missions can
increase significantly and steadily, reaching the 16-
18% range at Jupiter distances.
Effects of Temperature on V
oc
As mentioned above, V increases as the temperature
decreases. The main Bhysical reason is the same as
that causing lower V for the higher temperature
missions, namely, th2Cchange in the forbidden energy
gap width (Eg) with t~mperature. The quoted values
of dEg are -2.4 x 10- eV/oC. (4) The Eg change can
dT
effect V by altering the
also by 8hanging the diode
fore it is not possible to
from dEg. Measured values
dT
There is some variation in measured values of d V
oc
'
dT
depending on the value of illumination intensity used
to measure V , and also depending on the background
resistivity 8~ the cell. For conventional solar cells,
the energy gap does not vary much over the impurity 14
concentration range used ~o make good cells, (5 x 10
to 1016 impurities per cm ) but the position of the
Fermi level approaches the band gap edge more closely
for higher concentrations and thus allows greater
values of V to be obtained when higher concentration
(lower resi~€ivity) silicon is used as starting material.
Figure 9 shows approximate curves for V versus tempera-
ture for two illumination intensities aHa two resistivity
values. Temperatures corresponding to missions of
interest are noted. Other curves can be found in
references 10 through 15.
-38-
These changes in V are basic and cannot be altered
by design. Howeve2? they provide one criterion from
which the optimum resistivity can be chosen. From
Figure 9 it can be seen that for all temperatures of
interest here, lower resistivity silicon has a greater
V
oc
value although the differential decreases as
temperature decreases.
4.2.3.2 Formation of Schottky Barrier
It is sometimes observed that V does not increase
steadily with decreasing temper~€ure, and this arises
from the formation of a Schottky barrier at the
silicon-metal interface at the back surface of the
cell.
Schottky barriers are among the oldest potential
barriers used in semiconductor work, and have wide-
spread useful applications. In the past several years,
great improvements have been made in controlling and
measuring the properties of various metal semiconduc-
tor barriers. In the present work the Schottky barrier
becomes appreciable at lower temperatures, and under
illumination, can provide a photovoltage opposed to the
main piN junction, and thereby decreases the available
V of the cell. Although unusual, such Schottky
b~friers have even been observed at near-Earth tempera-
tures as a result of cell processing.
For example, Nip cells with titanium-silver contacts
do not normally have appreciable Schottky barriers.
However, after dip soldering, Schottky barriers giving
photovoltages above 30mV can form, leading to a "solder
degradation" in cell properties. In this case, the
mechanism of barrier formation is metallurgical and
involves interaction of the solder components and the
Ti-Ag with the silicon surface. The remedy found for
operation around 30°C was either to alter the treatment
of the silicon surface before evaporating Ti-Ag or to
provide a highly doped layer at the back silicon
surface. Schottky barriers are lower generally as the
doping level in the semiconductor is increased, and
therefore the addition of a highly doped like-impurity
is an effective means of minimizing barrier formation
at all temperatures.
For low temperature operation it is therefore necessary
to ensure that the back silicon surface is highly doped
immediately next to the lowest metal layer of the back
contact system. In practice, several ways of doping
(diffusion, alloying or ion implantation) are available.
For example, a separate diffusion procedure can be
introduced during cell fabrication to leave a thin,
highly doped like-impurity on the exposed bulk of the
cell. If this is done before the main piN junction
-39-
diffusion, the back surface layer must be masked during
the piN junction diffusion. If it is done after the
piN junction diffusion, it is even more important that
the piN junction surface be masked. For both cases,
care is needed to ensure that the additional diffusion
step does not impair the perfection of the bulk silicon,
thereby decreasing the final value of minority layer
diffusion length.
Formation of the highly doped layer by alloying is
possible at lower temperatures than diffusion. In this
case a metal layer containing like doping impurity is
deposited on, and alloyed into, the cell back surface.
This alloy step can be performed before or combined
with the contact metal deposition.
Thus, use of an aluminum layer on the P-silicon, with
an alloy heating cycle included in the cell fabrication,
is a convenient way to minimize Schottky barrier forma-
tion, and has been used here in the fabrication of cells
designed for the outer missions.
The addition of a P+ layer to Nip cells allows the V
octo continue increasing with lower temperatures as shown
in Figure 9.
The greater V resulting from high doping for low
resistivity s~Iicon is maintained down to Jupiter tempera-
tures, but as mentioned above, the difference becomes
less pronounced. Below it will be seen there are other
reasons for preferring higher resistivity silicon, and
it is convenient that the resultant penalty in V is
less than for near-Earth operation. oc
4.2.3.3 Effects of Temperature on I
sc
Three separate factors all contribute to reduced I at
lower temperature. These factors are discussed inS€urn
in the next three sections.
4.2.3.3.1 Increasing Band Gap
I in the solar cell arises from the intrinsic excita-
t~gn by photons. In this process, all photons in the
incident spectrum with energy greater than the forbidden
band gap, Eg, can excite an electron from the valance
band into the conduction band. As temperature decreases
the band gap increases and therefore fewer incident
photons can generate current. From 30°C to -140°C the
variation of Eg is from 1.12 to 1.155eV, corresponding
to a change in cut-off wavelength of 1.105 to 1.07~m.
By measuring the reduced area under the Johnson AMO
curve which is available for intrinsic absorption as a
-40-
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result of this change of cut-off wavelength, a decrease
of 2.5% in I was estimated (see Figure 10). This
loss will beS€he maximum expected because all the
carriers generated at these longer wavelengths will not
be collected at the junction.
4.2.3.3.2 Decreasing Absorption Coefficient
Current is generated as light is absorbed in the silicon.
The absorption coefficient varies with wavelength, and
this variation is usually combined with the variation
for incident illumination with wavelength to compute
Is. The abrgfption figures most used are those of Dash
ana Newman ( and they showed that at 77°K there was
less absorption than at 300 0 K (see Figure 11). Shumka (17)
has analyzed the effects of this lower absorption on I
sc
and calculated for temperat~res from 30°C down to -40°c
that d Jsc is about 12~A/cm 1°c. However, as mentioned
dT
below, actual I losses are not always as high as calcu-
lated, indicati~~ again that the collection process for
carriers generated by the longer wavelengths has a large
effect on I
sc
4.2.3.3.3 Decreasing Diffusion Length
In addition to decreased generation of current by the
effects described in the last two sections, there is
also the possibility of reduced collection of the current
carriers as the temperature decreases. This arises
from decrease in the minority carrier diffusion length
at lower temperatures. This effect has not been empha-
sized much in analysis of cell behavior at low tempera-
tures but measurements show it is an important one.
Measurement of minority carrier lifetime versis tempera-
ture shows a loss of )50% as the temperature decreases
from 300 0 K to 200 o K. Extrapolation of this loss to
Jupiter temperatures (130 0 K) shows that the loss could
approach 70%. Even if the lifetime saturates at a low
value it may still only be 20% of the near-Earth tempera-
ture value.
L = J D'r where L, D, and T are respectively, the diffu-
sion length, diffusion constant and lifetime for
minority carrie~s. For the bulk region of the Nip
cells, D = 39cm Isec. and does not change drastically
at lower temperatures. Thus, L decreases from 225~m to
130~m as T decreases from 14~s to 5~s, typical of values
measured at near-Earth and Jupiter temperatures re-
spectively. Use of the curve in Figure 12, which shows
AMO values of I versus L, shows that I could de-
crease from 40mX7cm2 to 35mA/cm2 by the ~rme Jupiter
temperatures are reached. This corresponds to I de-
crease of 16%. sc
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4.2.3.4
It is not easy to estimate the extent of the decrease
of I with temperature for a particular cell. The
over~Il decrease can often be less than those estimated
here because the measured I losses from 20°C to -130°C
for both 5mW/cm2 and l40mW/~~2 can be as low as 8.5%.
However, the spread in I losses was from 8.5% to l~/o
at Jupiter conditions, sH8wing that the relative im-
portance of these I losses may vary. All three de-
creases in I are ~8st pronounced for longer wave-
lengths. Th~~ can be seen in the measured changes in
spectral response (18). Analysis of long wavelength
response of cells as a function of temperature may
help to isolate the effects of the various I
sc
loss
factors.
Effects on Curve Fill Factor
One of the factors affecting CFF is the diode saturation
current (I ), CFF increasing for lower I (see Figure 13).
As temperagure decreases, I decreases agd therefore CFF
should increase. In practi8e, CFF is determined more
by changes in the forward biased characteristics of the
diode than by fundamental I variations. If this diode
draws excess current, this ~educes useful current from
the cell terminals at voltages near the optimum load.
Low intensity operation enhances the effects of this
excess current.
The causes of excess forward current are several, and
lie in the less understood properties of silicon. Often-
given reasons for leaky piN junctions include the exis-
tence of recombination centers formed in the space charge
region of the diode by trace impurities or by the effects
of lattice imperfections arising either from surface
preparation damage or from strains introduced by the
diffusion process. Other reasons include shunting of
the piN junction by leakage paths.
The extreme effects of a leaky diode are seen in low
intensity, low temperature photovoltaic I-V characteris-
tics, with the appearance of a double slope, or a pro-
nounced flat region around the maximum power point,
with an associated drastic decrease in CFF. Figure 14
compares cells with and without excess diode leakage, or
Another cause of leaky junctions arises from interaction
of the shallow piN junction and the front surface contact
sintering cycle. Any surface effects are emphasized
when the junction is O.4~m deep, typical of earth
optimum cells.
Interaction with the contact metals can be minimized
either by changing the metals used or by reducing the
sintering conditions to maintain good mechanical adhesion
while reducing the chance of punch-through.
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In practice, additional tolerance to harmful interaction
between these process steps can be gained by increasing
the junction depth to around l~m. The resultant loss of
current because of reduced short wavelength response is
only around 15% and this is an acceptable loss to ensure
maintaining good CFF at lower temperatures.
Examination of actual cell behavior shows that present
day processing can be carefully controlled to minimize
these causes for excess diode current for at least 50%
of the cells. It is not yet possible to prepare a
specification which will guarantee sufficiently low
excess current for all cells processed. Experience to
date has shown that the diode excess current is less
for high resistivity (10 ohm-cm) silicon.
A possible method of screening cells is available. The diode
excess current can be observed in measurement of the
dark-forward-biased diode characteristics at the low
tempe ratures.
Such a measurement is considerably easier than the photo-
voltaic measurement at the actual mission conditions,
and affords an in-process monitoring step.
Another severe decrease in CFF would result from increas-
ed series resistance resulting from carrier freeze-out.
In this, the operating temperatures are not sufficient
to provide thermal ionization of the impurities to give
impurity conduction. Estimates showed that freeze-out
effects are not expected even at Jupiter temperatures,
and this prediction is confirmed by the relatively low
values of series resistance obtained in cell measure-
ments under Jupiter-like conditions. Table 12 shows
approximately the temperatures at which cell performance
fell off severely.
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TABLE 12
Onset Temperatures for Cell Degradation
Illumination - AMO Spectrum, 5mW/em2 Intensity
(Onset Temperatures Underlined)
Cell Temperature (0 C) -40 -80 -120 -160
Schottky Barrier Effects
Voc (mV)
10 ohm-em P-Si, unsoldered 630 740 860 930
10 ohm-em P-Si, soldered 620 720* 750* 710*
2 ohm-em P-Si, unsoldered 650 750 850 950
2 ohm-em P-Si, soldered 600 720* 800* 850*
Double Slope I-V
Pmax (mW)
10 ohm-em P-Si, unsoldered 1.9 ~ 2.0 2.0
10 ohm-em P-Si, soldered 2.0 1.8 1.4 1.2
2 ohm-em P-Si, unsoldered 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6
2 ohm-em P-Si, soldered 1.5 1.2 <1.0 <1.0
*Indicates curves had ski-slope near Voc.
The number given illustrate the trends. There was often wide
variations within the groups of cells.
The unsoldered cells are seen to be better generally than
soldered cells.
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4.2.3.5
4.2.3.6
4.2.3.7
Cell Configuration
Most of the work described has been for Nip confugura-
tion cells. In terms of the minimum process problems,
piN cells have given better low temperature performance.
However, tests so far have shown that for the particle
irradiation levels anticipated for Jupiter, N-silicon
still degrades faster than P-silicon at the low mission
temperatures, following the behavior seen for near-
Earth missions. For the two other outer missions, piN
cells may show slight advantage over Nip cells, but it
is felt that the problems outlined above can be solved
for Nip cells as fully as for piN cells, and therefore
the cells designed here for all five missions under
consideration will be of the Nip type.
Choice of Bulk Resistivity
In above sections, low temperature defects were often
less pronounced for lower resistivity silicon, particu-
larly the onset of a Schottky barrier which is lower
for highly doped silicon. Thus, for the Mars mission
a resistivity range close to that which is optimum for
near-Earch (1-3 ohm-cm) is specified. For the two
outer missions, a compromise is needed. It has been
generally more difficult to provide piN junctions of
really low leakage with low resistivity (~l ohm-cm)
silicon. The reasons are complex, and involve the
diffusion-introduced defects associated with very
shallow, highly doped diffused layers. With the
provision of a P+ layer under the back contact, the
greatest additional cuase for cell degradation lies in
the chance of severe loss of I-V curve slope. Thus,
for the two lower temperature missions, it seems
preferable to use slightly higher resistivity (3 to 7
ohms-cm) combined with a deeper diffusion at the
expense of somewhat lower V , but with slight ad-
vantage in radiation resist~Hce.
Effects of Solder Coverage
There are good systems reasons to minimize the total
weight of the solar cell array for the outer missions.
The reasons include the large area needed to compen-
sate for the reduced solar intensity input, and for
the larger amount of antenna power needed to transmit
information back to earth. These system limitations
require that a minimum of solder coverage be provided
on the cells because the solder adds significantly
to cell weight. A method for interconnecting solder-
less cells can be used~ e.g., welding silver inter-
connects to the silver contact surfaces of the cells.
Alternatively, small preselected areas on the cell
contacts can be solder-tinned to allow local soldered
interconnects to be made.
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4.2.4
In addition to the weight limitations, experience has
shown that solder covered cells are likely to degrade
faster at low temperatures than unsoldered cells,
probably as a result of the thermal mismatch between
the thicker solder and the silicon. An example of the
harmful effects of full solder coverage can be seen
by comparing the threshold temperature for onset of
either the Schottky barrier described in Section 4.3.2,
or of the double slope I-V curve described in Section
4.3.4.4. Table 12 gives the temperature at which de-
grading effects of these two phenomenon were observed.
It is preferable, then, to use no solder or minimum
area solder coverage. Present day solar cells are
often made with a full coverage of a thinned layer of
solder (0.5 to 1.5 mils thick) but even this approach
does not seem suited to low temperature missions such
as the asteroid belts and Jupiter.
Approach Followed for Cell Optimization
The three outer missions vary in the extent of low
temperature operation, and therefore in the severity
of the effects described above. The Mars mission re-
sembles near-Earth missions more closely. However,
it does not add much complexity to include a P+ layer,
so this layer has been provided for all three missions.
On the other hand, the use of a deeper junction will
give lower I and such a junction has been specified
only for theS€wo outer missions.
The next sections give the detailed cell parameters
chosen, with the above discussion in mind. Clearly,
compromise decisions were often required. Again Table
1 contains a summary of the cell designs chosen.
Base Resistivity and Type
(a) Mars
(b) Asteroid Belts
Jupiter
1-3 ohm-em, boron doped
3-7 ohm-em, boron doped
Junction Characteristics
(a) Mars
(b) Asteroid Belts
Jupiter
Contact Materials
Mars
Asteroid Belts
Jupiter
20 ohms/sq. (~0.6~m), phosphorus
15 ohms/sq. (/Vl.O~m), phosphorus
Sintered titanium-silver~ solderless
with P+ layer formed on P-silicon.
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Grid Pattern and Size
(a) Mars
Asteroid Belts
Jupiter
Antireflection Coatings
Mars
Asteroid Belts
Jupiter
-4Four grids, each 2x10_4m (8 mils) wideTwo grids, each 2x10_4m (8 mils) wideOne grid, each 2.5x10 m(IO mils) wide
Handling Characteristics and Restraints
(a) Mars
(b) Asteroid Belts
Jupiter
No additional constraints
Great care needed in preparation of
front surface for piN junction
formation, and in handling of cell
during subsequent fabrication, to
ensure minimum junction leakage.
This care must extend to controlling
(and perhaps reducing) the sintering
temperature-time sequence. Diode
characteristics to be monitored at
low temperatures.
Production Costs and Implementation Time
(a) Mars
(b) Asteroid Belts
Jupiter
Weight
Very little increased cost over
near-Earth cells. Need slight
changes in mask used for grids.
Slightly increased costs in altered
fabrication (deeper junction, added
P+ layer) and greater care in
handling throughout fabrication
sequence. Need altered grid masking.
All cells will be similar in weight to conventional cells
(0.35 gm. for 2x2cm cell, 0.036cm thick).
Special Tooling
Need different grid masks.
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4.3 Trade-Studies of Analysis
These were mainly covered in the preceding section.
They may be summarized as follows:
(a) For Mercury, the series resistance had to be
reduced at the expense of reduced Isc by using
deeper PN junction and low resistivity silicon.
Also, the cell temperature was reduced at the
expense of Isc by using a large fraction of
reflective front contact.
(b) For Venus, low series resistance was achieved
by slight reduction of Isc resulting from
deeper junction and low resistivity silicon.
For both (a) and (b) the Voc and operating voltage
of the cells was increased by the use of low resist-
ivity silicon, which also led to lower temperature
coefficients of change in Isc and Voc.
(c) For Mars, the Asteroid belts and Jupiter, the Isc
was reduced by 15% by using a depper junction to
maintain good I-V curve shape at low temperature.
The overall Isc reduction was lower than 15%
because increased active area was gained because
of the need for fewer grids.
A list of the cell design parameters chosen for
the various missions following this theoretical
analysis was given in Table 1.
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5.0 FABRICATION PHASE
The cells were fabricated using current production procedures.
The silicon ingots of suitable resistivity were all grown at
Centralab and were mechanically shaped (cut, sliced and pol-
ished). The N+ layers were diffused using phosphorous
oxychloride gas, and the N+ layer was removed from the back
surface of the cell by etching. Contacts were vacuum evapor-
ated, using TiAg for the front contact, through a photoetched
shadow mask to form the correct grid configuration. The back
contact was evaporated, using TiAg or Al-TiAg as required.
The contact adhesion was improved by a sintering cycle (600°C
for 5 minutes in an hydrogen atmosphere). This sintering
cycle led to alloying of the Al contact.
An antireflecting coating of silicon monoxide was evaporated
on the front surface. The thickness of this coating was
controlled to be a quarter wavelength thick near 6000Ao the
wavelength where the product of the cell spectral response
and the AMO spectrum reaches a maximum value. The control
of the SiO thickness was by means of a quartz crystal monitor.
The cells were masked on the two major surfaces, and the
junction edges were,cleaned of leakage paths by etching. The
cells were then ready for measurement.
5.1 Fabrication of Mission Design Cells
The design parameters shown in Table 1, Section 1.3 were
the results of the above analysis. The fabrication sequence
was adjusted to provide cells with these parameters, hope-
fully optimized for each mission. Table 13 shows the groups
of cells with their identifying symbols and lists the physical
properties of the cells. For cells intended for the Asteroid
belts or Jupiter, extra care was taken in fabrication and
handling. This extra care included minimum contact with the
cell front surface, and reduced contact sintering cycles.
Figure 15 shows grid patte~used for these Mission design
cells.
5.2 Fabrication of Matrix Cells
These groups used the sixteen combinations of four pairs of
variables. These variables were 0.1 or 10 ohm-ern resistivity
silicon, PN junction depth 0.4 or 1.6 um, either no grids or
six grids on the front contact, and with or without Al
alloyed between the P-silicon and the Ti-Ag back contact.
Table 14 shows the Matrix Groups, with their identifying
symbols.
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TABLE 13
DESCRIPTION OF MISSION DESIGN CELL GROUPS
GROUP SILICON JUNeTION BACK GRID TARGET
DESIGNATION RESISTIVITY DEPTH CONTACT CONFIGURATION MISSION
\ (ohm-em) (J,tffi)
LA 1 0.4 Ti-Ag Checkerboard Mercury
ILA 1 0.4 Ti-Ag 4 wide grids Mercury
ILB 1 1.0 Ti-Ag 4 wide grids Mercury.,
•.. lILA 1 0.4 Ti-Ag 10 grids Venus
....:;.
I
IILB 1 1.0 Ti-Ag 10 grids Venus
1 IV.A 2 0.4 Ti-Ag 6 grids Earth
I IV.B 10 0.4 Ti-Ag 6 grids Earth
I V.A 2' 0.4 A1-Ti-Ag 4 grids Mars
V.C 10 0.4 A1-Ti-Ag 4 grids Mars
,VI.B 2 1.0 AI-Ti-Ag 2 grids Asteroid Belts
-I VLD 10 1.0 A1-Ti-Ag 2 grids Asteroid Belts
VILB 2 1.0 A1-Ti-Ag 1 grid Jupiter
,
VILD 10 1.0 A1-Ti-Ag 1 grid Jupiter
--
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FIGURE 15
Grid Designs used for Various Mission Design Groups
••••••••
••••••••
••••••••
••••••••
••••••••
••••••••
••••••••
••••••••
Checkerboard
4 Grids
Inner Missions
JIIIII
6 Wide Grids
Earth
6 Grids
outer Missions
2 Grids
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•10 Grids
1 Grid
TABLE 14
DESCRIPTION OF MATRIX CELL GROUPS
.
GROUP SILICON JUNCTION BACK NUMBER OF
:IESIGNATION RESISTIVITY DEPTH CONTACT GRIDS
(ohm-em) (~ )
.
:1 1.A 0.1 0.4 Ti-Ag 6
loB 0.1 0.4 A1-Ti-Ag 6
1.C 10 0.4 Ti-Ag 6
t
1.0 10 0.4 A1-Ti-~g 6
'I 2.A 0.1 0.4 Ti-Ag 0
, 2.B 0.1 0.4 A1-Ti-Ag 0
2.C 10 0.4 Ti-Ag 0
2.0 10 0.4 AI-Ti-Ag 0
,I 3.A 0.1 1.6 Ti-Ag 6
3.B 0.1 1.6 AI-Ti-Ag 6
3.C 10 1.6 Ti-Ag 6
I 3.0 10 1.6 A1-Ti-Ag 6
4.A 0.1 1.6 Ti-Ag 0
4.B 0.1 1.6 A1-Ti-Ag 0
'I 4.C 10 1.6 Ti-Ag 0
-I 4.0 10 1.6 AI-Ti-Ag 0
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5.3 Fabrication of Deliverable Cell Groups
Toward the end of the contract eight additional groups
of cells were fabricated. These included five groups,
each group designed for one of the five target missions.
However, one additional group was included to allow
further comparison of both the wide grid and checker-
board designs for Mercury cells. In addition, two more
groups were added for the extreme missions.
For Mercury operation, the JPL Technical Monitor suggested
the use of a spiral contact area which would reflect 60%
of the incident sunlight. This contact structure is shown
in Figure 16.
For Jupiter operation tests, JPL suggested a trial of
higher resistivity silicon (20-30 ohm-em) than is
normally used for cells. The choice of this resistivity
range stemmed in part from the analysis in the present
contract which showed that better PN junction quality
could be obtained from higher resistivity silicon.
The other points considered for the higher resistivity
silicon were that the added series resistance from higher
bulk resistivity would be less severe for the low intensity
use, and also that possibly the radiation resistance of
the higher resistivity cell would be increased -- an
important mission requirement -- but one which was not
required at the inception of this contract. The eight
deliverable cell groups are described in Table 15.
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FIGURE 16
Grid Designs for Mercury Mission
••••••••
JIIIII '~,
••••••••1111I •••• 11I.'
••••••••......... ,
II III IIUI •• II.:
.11 •••••• :
••••••••• ___J
.j Checkerboard 6 Wide Grids Spiral
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TABLE 15
DESCRIPTION OF DELIVERABLE CELL GROUPS
, .
I GROUP SILICON JUNCTION BACK GRID TARGET
DESIGNATION RESISTIVITY DEPTH CONTACT CONFIGURATION MISSION
(ohm-em) (1JIll)
#1 0.8 0.7 Ti-Ag Checkerboard Mercury
I #2 0.8 0.7 Ti-Ag 4 wide grids Mercury
I #2S 0.8 0.7 Ti-Ag Spiral Mercury
I #3 0.8 0.5 Ti-Ag 10 grids Venus
#4 2.0 0.5 Al-Ti-Ag 4 grids Mars
#5 5.0 0.7 Al-Ti-Ag 2 grids Asteroid Belt
#6 5.0 0.7 Al-Ti-Ag 1 grid Jupiter
#7 20.0 0.7 Al-Ti-Ag 1 grid Jupiter
",;
Controls 2.0 0.4 Ti-Ag )f6 grids Earth
Controls 10.0 0.4 Ti-Ag 6 grids Earth
,-
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6.0 MEASUREMENTS
A large part of the program involved measurement of cell
properties at various conditions, and analysis of these
measurements. Fuller details of the test equipment and
procedure are given in Appendix A.
6.1 Measurement Facilities
6.1.1 Routine Equipment
The following routine equipment was used:
(a) Solar simulators (tungsten-xe2on plus filters),
giving AMO spectrum 140 mW/cm. Cells could be
maintained at 28°C ± 2% during test, and all the
cells made were tested under these conditions.
(b) The forward biassed and reverse biassed I-V charac-·
teristics of the cells in the dark could be measured.
(c) On selected cells, spectral response was measured
using a filter wheel.
(d) On cells typical of the various groups, PN junction
depth, sheet resistance and series resistance were
measured.
6.1.2 Special Equipment
Some special tests were run specifically for this program.
The tests were:
(a) A performated light box which2fitted under the solarsimulators, providing 5 mW/cm •
(b) A tungsten iodid~ lamp giving high intensity, approxi-
mately 850 mW/cm •
For both (a) and (b) the cell temperature was main-
tained at 28°C.
(c) During the course of the program selected groups of
cells were checked in the JPL measurement facility.
6.2 Summary of Measurements
The following Tables 16 and 17 summarize the measurements
made on the cells.
6.2.1 Mission-Design Cell Groups
For the mission-design cell groups, Table 16 summarizes
the I-V characteristics (Pmax, Isc, ¥oc and CFF), for
three intensities (140, 5, 850 mW/cm ), all the cells held
at 28°C.
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Isc Values
For 140 and 5 mW/cm2 , the observed Isc variations can be
explained by one or several of the following reasons:
(a) Variation in active area because of the grid pattern
used. The extreme case of small active area is seen
for the checkerboard design; in this case the active
area is less than the planned 40% because of some
splash-over of metal during evaporation. A larger
active area than normal is seen for 4 grids and less.
(b) Variation in bulk resistivity. In general, 10 ohrn-
cm gives higher I sc •
(c) Variation in junction depth. I is decreased by
approximately 20% when the junc~ion depth is l.ofm
rather than Oo4~m. '\
Voc Values
These were generally as expected for the bulk resistivity
used. However, cells with inferior characteristics often
showed large decrease in V
oc
CFF and Prnax
The CFF values at 140 mW/cm2 are useful to predict the
high intensity performance. For example, groups lA, ~IA,
show promise. However IlIA had good CFF at 140 mW/cm ,
but lower CFF at 6 suns. This shows that the 10 grid
pattern alone was not sufficient to offset the reduced
CFF resulting from the shallow junction.
Selection of Cells for Inner Missions Simulated Tests
For actual inner mission tests, based on overall I-V
characteristics, groups lA, IIA, lIB, IlIA and IIIB will
be compared to group IVA.
Selection of Cells for Outer Missions Simulated Tests
The CFF values for the groups planned for the outer missions
showed that the following groups are worthy of more detail-
ed testing. The groups to be compared with IVA are IlIA,
VC, VIB, VID, VIIB, and VIID.
Dark Diode I-V Characteristics
It was hoped that for the wide variety of cell parameters
involved, measurement of the dark diode characteristics
might allow some information to be gained, to check the
possible operation for the various missions. In general,
good correlation was found, e.g., deeper PN junctions
gave better reverse characteristics. However, specific
correlation between the dark diode values and the various
-66-
I-V measurements at 28°C was not always obtained. Figure
17 shows the percentages within the mission-design cell
groups which had designated forward or reverse character-
istics. There is generally association of properties,
i.e., good dark forward behavior is accompanied by good
dark reverse properties.
Spectral Response
Measurements were made of the output of typical cells in
the mission-design cells as ten narrow band filters were
moved in front of an illuminating tungsten lamp. The
ratio of the output in the ninth' and second channels
shows how the ratio of long wavelength to short wavelength
response changes. These ratios are shown in Figure 18.
The ratio is seen to increase with resistivity (because
of increased long wavelength response, because of greater
bulk perfection) and also with deeper junctions (because
of reduced short wavelength response).
6.2.2 Matrix Cell Groups
Table 17 summarizes the matrix cell groups under the same
conditions as noted in Table 16.
Isc Values
Again there is a decrease of around 10% in going from 10
to 0.1 ohm-cm resistivity. In addi~ion, the deeper junc-
tion ~1.6~m) reduces I by an additional 20%. At 140
mW/cm , as expected, n8ge of the ungridded cells show any
promise.
Voc Values
Again these are as expected from the bulk resistivity,
and as before, poor cells often show low V
oc
CFF and Pmax
Comparison of CFF values at low or high intensity again
gives a guide to groups worthy of fuller investigation.
Selection of Cells for Inner Missions Simulated Tests
The groups showing most promise for the inner missions are
3A, 3B, 3C, all incorporating deeper PN junctions and 6
grids. Cells from these groups will be compared to Group
IVA in the mission design cell groups.
Selection of Cells for Outer Missions Simulated Tests
Low level readings show that the lack of grids does not
prejudice, low level operation seriously. The following
groups had good low intensity performance, and sample cells
will be compared with IVA, namely groups lC{or ID), 2C
(or 2D), 3C{or 3D) and 4C{or 4D).
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Dark Diode I-V Characteristics
Figure 19 shows a plot for the matrix cells corresponding
to Figure L7. Again the percentage of matrix cell groups
which had given forward or reverse characteristics, is
plotted versus the group. The same association is seen
as in Figure 16.
Spectral Response
Figure 20shows a plot corresponding to Figure 18. The
same trends are seen. The values for the matrix cells are
also given in Figure 18. Figure 20 shows how I at AMO
var ies for bdth groups of ce.lls, as the junction depth increased.
Anomalies
In the course of the work, several anomalies were investi-
gated. These included:
(a)
(b)
(c)
The occurrence of very low V for matrix cell groups
which combined low resistivi€? silicon and a shallow
PN junction. The probable reason was identified as
penetration of the very shallow junction by front
contact metals during the sintering cycle.
Splash-over of contact metals when evaporating through
the checkerboard, 4 wide grid or 10-grid masks.
This splash-over reduced the active area of the cells.
The reason was lack of close contact between the
cells and the contact masks, and the remedy was to
add magnetic hold-down capability to the mask fixtures.
Wide I variations in some groups were traced to
surfac~Cstains, occurring as a result of incomplete
cleaning of the front surface during cell fabrication.
This problem was not trivial because the surface
stains were generally invisible until the silicon
monoxide film was evaporated on the cells. The cause
of the stains was subtle, involving interaction of
the surface layers left on the cell from previous
processing steps, and the acids (and their concen-
tration) used to remove these layers.
The anomalies and their solutions increased the
understanding of interactions between cell parameters,
and also indicated where some changes in the fabri-
cation steps can be made in future work. Wherever
critical interaction is involved between specific
steps, before cells are made, small scale separate
tests are needed to decide on the best sequence
which will minimize interacti.on and thus allow
reliable evaluation of the effects of separate vari-
ables.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
Because the simulated mission tests have not yet been
carried out, conclusions can be made based only on the
theoretical study, the cell fabrication results, and
28°C test results at three intensities covering the
values at Jupiter, Earth and Mercury. Within this frame-
work, the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) As usual in solar cell work, it is necessary to
design specifically for each mission, including all
the mission requirements. For example, if tilting
arrays are considered the best choice for the
,Mercury mission, the approach which was followed
in Section 4 is toourr~ble. The use of a large
fraction of reflecting metal contact can limit the
amount of power available for the mission as the
spacecraft moves toward Mercury.
Also, although radiation goals are not defined, it
is clear that these must be introduced into any
program designing cells for a range of missions
such as those considered here.
Also, practical factors (e.g., whether the array
design can accept unsoldered cells) must be con-
sidered.
(2) With the reservations in (1), the present program
has demonstrated that the present state-of-the-art
can be adjusted to fabricate cells with a good
chance of giving acceptable performance over the
whole range considered. This is particularly true
for the inner missions. Present day technology, in
combinations within the range of parameters used
here, is available to design cells capable of good
operation for current array designs. The question
of whether all the outer mission requirements can
be met will depend in part on the detailed tests
on cells made here, and in part on whether the
overall mission needs can in fact be satisfied by
solar cells.
(3) There are often interactions between the various
fabrication steps and these must be known and under-
stood, and minimized before realistic assessment
can be made of the separate effects of the different
cell parameters.
(4) Theoretical calculations show that there should be
no advantage in shifting the minimum of the anti-
reflection coating to longer wavelengths.
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(5) Spectral response measurements are helpful in under-
standing the trends in cell properties as the para-
meters are changed.
(6) Unilluminated diode characteristics were not as
specifically useful as expected, although general
correlation was found. However, measurement of
these parameters at the expected mission tempera-
tures could allow realistic predictions of actual
mission behavior, because the detailed diode prop-
erties dominate the overall cell performance, once
the external properties such as light generated
current, series and parallel resistance are estab-
lished.
(7) The conclusions on performance in actual mission
conditions will be reported separately when these
tests have been run.
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8.0 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE CELL DESIGN WORK
As mentioned in Section 7.0, actual simulated mission
tests have not yet been run for the variety of cells
fabricated in this program, and therefore final sugges-
tions cannot be made until the results of these tests
are known. The results of, these tests, when analyzed,
should indicate some future directions to pursue.
The results to date indicate that the major area requir-
ing further attention will be the specification of
processes which ensure that the excess current in the PN
junction will be IDW enough to provide good cells for
Jupiter conditions.
It has been emphasized in this program that before
mission needs can be met, consideration must be given
to the total array needs, including the weight and
mechanical needs, and also the radiation requirements.
Some of the cells fabricated in this program will be
useful for such radiation tests, and will be evaluated
for their radiation resistance.
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For the N/P cells, Voc ceased to increase around -80oC.
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silicon cells varied widely, with efficiencies at Jupiter
conditions varying from zero to 15%.
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Specialists' Conference, 1968, page 97. piN silicon cells
(1 ohm-cm resistivity) and N/P silicon cells ( 1 and 10
ohm-cm resistivity) were measured from -190o C to 27oC, at
light intensities from 1 to 140 mW/cm2 • Cell efficiency
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showed signs of constant Voc as the intensity was varied.
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temperature range of 280 C to -1750 C with illumination in-
tensities ranging from 140 mW/cm2 to 1.5 mW/cm2 • The cells
used silicon of 2 or 10 ohm-cm, and were either unsoldered,
partly soldered or fully soldered. Three major anomalies
in the I-V curves were noted at the low values of intensity
and temperature. These anomalies were a non-horizontal
curve near I sc (low shunt resistance), low Voc (caused by
Schottky barrier formation) and a double break (flat) near
Pmax • The measurements showed variation at the low levels
in cell groups which had similar performance at 140 mW/cm2 ,
28oC. Between 1/10 and 2/5 of the cell groups showed good
performance at low levels (5 mw/cm2 , -120oC). The remainder
of the cells showed some anomalous behavior. Only the low
shunt resistance cells could be identified at room tempera-
ture. The other two anomalies only became serious at the
low temperatures, and then good cells could be selected
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13) Paqe 96 A. Shumka "Temperature Effects on Silicon Solar
Cell Short Circuit Current" A theoretical analysis of the
possible variation of I sc with temperature. Three separate
causes of variation are analysed, the changes in band gap,
the variation in photon absorption coefficient, and the
changes in diffusion length. These three variations are
combined to calculate the change of I sc with temperature.
Good agreement with measured values is obtained.
14) Paqe 135 P.A. Payne. E.L. Ralph IILow Temperature and Low
Solar Intensity Characteristics of Silicon Solar Cells"
Discussed the design of cells for Jupiter conditions (5mW/cm2 ,
-1350 C). The Schottky barrier problem was eliminated by a
P+ layer immediately under the back contact. The flat knee
was less severe for deeper junction depth and maybe associ-
ated with the metal bar contact. Some non-linear behavior
of I sc versus temperature was observed for crucible grown
silicon, not for oxygen-lean silicon. The efficiency under
Jupiter conditions could exceed 17%.
15) Page 142 H. W. Brandhorst, Jr., R. E. Hart, Jr. "Spectral
Response of Silcion Solar Cells at Low Temperatures ll
Spectral response of silicon cells was measured down to
-1800 C. There was a general loss of red response with
decreasing temperature caused by increase of the band gap
leading to 'decreased absorption coefficient. A Schottky
barrier in the back cell surface caused some loss in red
response. Cells with IIflat knee" had additional severe
loss of red response, thought to be caused by decrease in
diffusion length.
16) Page 150 J. C. Ho, F.T.C. Bartels, A.R. Kirkpatrick
"So l ar Cell Low Temperature, Low Solar Intensity Operation"
Also deals with design of cells for Jupiter conditions.
Again separates three anomalies, Schottky barrier, soft CFF
(shunt leakage) and double slope in I-V curve (flat knee) •
In addition to phqtovoltaic I-V curves, use was made of the
non-illuminated forward I-V characteristic at low tempera-
tures.
All three anomalies had marked differences in this dark
forward characteristic. The conclusion was that the
Schottky barrier and shunt leakage problems can be solved
with relatively straight forward methods, but that the flat
knee is caused by excessive edge leakage and edge channelling
should. be avoided (ideally) by the use of a planar N/P cell
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with P+ guard ring, combined with lower resistivity and
possibly permanent passivation of the surfaces.
17) Page 155 R.J.Debs, N.R.·Hanes "Preliminary Results of
Radiation and Jupiter Enviroment Tests on Solar Cells"
The Schottky barrier and double slope defects were described.
They could be found from measurement of the dark forward
characteristic at low temperature. A possible screening
method to choose good Jupiter cells would measure the dark
current at 600 mV at approximately -130oC. Preliminary
results are given for radiation effects at these low
temperatures.
18) Page 353 R. Gereth, H. Fischer, E. Link, S. Mattes, W.
Pschunder "Silicon Solar Cell Technology of the Seventies"
Combines several areas of advanced cell technology. In
particular discusses cells for operation at low temperatures.
For high intensity ( 140 mW/cm2) and low temperature, only
the Schottky barrier amomaly was observed and was solved by
use of a P+ layer under the back contact. No discussion was
given of any flat I-V characteristics.
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APPENDIX A
SPECIAL TEST CONDITIONS
The measurements required for this program were discussed in
Section 6.1 above.
The Centralab Tun~sten-xenon Simulators are well proven for use
at AMO, 140 mW/cm. Their calibration is based on a combination
of Table Mountain measurements, and the use of JPL BaIlon Flight
Standard cells.
Low Intensity Measurements
By using neutral density filters, these simulators can provide the
correct spectrum for the outer missions out to Jupiter. As men-
tioned in 6.12, a perforated screen formed the top surface of a
box covering the cell-holding fixture. The screen was perforated
to give 1/28 intensity reduction. The perforations provided 16
overlapping images per square inch, which gave adequate uniformity
at the test plane.
There are difficulties in providing the correct cell temperature
for these low intensity measurements. The usual way this has
been carried out at Cent~~lab is to solder each cell to a tinned
silicon block to avoid thermal expansion problems. The blocks
are mounted on a circular ring which can be moved under a window
in line with the light source. The individual cell I-V character-
istic can be measured by switching to wires soldered to each cell.
The base to which the cells are soldered is cooled to liquid ni-
trogen temperature and measurements made. The base is then warmed
by a heater system and by balancing the heat input,dwell-tempera-
tures between -190oC and 280 C are obtainable. There is a problem
of fogging of the window between the cells and the light. This is
reduced by filling the space under the window with dry nitrogen.
High Intensity Measurements
The Centralab simulators do not provide collimated light and it is
therefore difficult to increase the intensity on the cells by closer
approach to the simulator light sources. Therefore, an additional
light source was used for light intensity me~surements(up to 850
mW/cm2). The light source used was a Tungsten Iodide Lamp, G. E.
Quartz line Type # QlOOO PAR 64 NSP, with special absorption
filtering which gave a spectral distribution shown in Figure 1.
The Tungsten Iodide is identified by the CLASS curve. The dis-
tribution shown was measured on a Perkin-Elmer quartz prism
monochromator. The curve shows that the filtering has shifted the
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peak of the spectral irradiance to 0.70 ~m, and has significantly
suppressed the infra-red output. The anomalies in the curve near
0.85 ~m are due to absorption in the first surface aluminum mirrors.
The slight depression around 0.55 ~m is caused by absorption by
the iodine vapor in the lamp.
For comparison, Johnson's AMO curve is shown also in Figure 1.
Effect of Source Spectrum on Cell Output
Because the spectrum shown differs from AMO, it is not possible to
use this source to provide accurate estimates of cell output at
the higher intensities, particularly since the spectral response of
the cellsdesigned for near-sun missions differs from that of the
standard cells used to set the intensities. However, it is felt
that the light tower being constructed can be used to scan through
the cell matrix to select groups with good performance at high in-
tensities. This source can show the relative values of curve fill
factor and open circuit voltage. Estimates of the short circuit
current can be made by multiplication of the typical spectral re-
sponse of the cells under test and the AMO spectrum, corrected to
the intensity of interest. In addition, periodic correlation will
be made using the JPL concentrated AMO source.
In order to justify the use of the Tungsten Iodide System for
testing at high intensities an experiment was performed to determine
the effects of spectral response variability among solar cells. It
is possible that even though the two illumination spectra differ
widely, they may do so in regions where the cells do not have high
response.
Two cells with different spectral response were taken. One cell
had a spectral response typical of cells optimized for near-earth
conditions, the other cell was of low resistivity silicon, and deep
junction depth, designed for Mercury conditions. The cell responses
( shown as curves 2A or 2B, 3A or 3B in Figure 2) were each multi-
plied by either of the two spectral curves in Figure I (shown here as
curves lA, IB). Again the tungsten iodide curve 1A is identified by
the term CLASS. The resulting products are given in curves 4A, 4B,
5A and 5B. Curves 4A and 4B were scaled to have equal areas, by
setting the source levels such that a conventional cell has identical
I sc in the two columns (in this case 69.4 rnA). If the Mercury-type
cell was measured under these same settings, the I sc values were
55.2 rnA under tungsten iodide and 53.5 rnA under Johnson's curve.
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The net difference is 3.2%, sufficient for selection of good
cells if not for accurate specification.
Evaluation of the illuminated area at the test plane, for the
tungsten iodide lamp showed a polarizing effect because of the
line construction of the .light source. To counteract this a
diffusing screen was formed from an abraded plexiglass sheet.
The resultant illumination was considered satisfactory for
scanning through the various cell groups to select cells worthy
of more detailed measurement.
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Figure 2 - Spectral output and Spectral Response, and
Products for Two Illumination Sources, and
Two Cell Designs
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